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Abstract

Safeguarding tropical forest biodiversity requires solutions for monitoring ecosystem composition over time. In the Amazon, logging and fire reduce forest carbon stocks and alter tree species diversity, but the long-term consequences for wildlife remain unclear, especially for lesser-known taxa. Here, we combined data from multi-day acoustic surveys, airborne lidar, and satellite time-series covering logged and burned forests (n=39) in the southern Brazilian Amazon to identify acoustic markers of degradation. Our findings contradict theoretical expectations from the Acoustic Niche Hypothesis that animal communities in more degraded habitats occupy fewer ‘acoustic niches.’ Instead, we found that habitat structure (e.g., aboveground biomass) was not a consistent proxy for biodiversity based on divergent patterns of acoustic space occupancy (ASO) in logged and burned forests. Full 24-hr soundscapes highlighted a stark and sustained reorganization in community structure after multiple fires; animal communication networks were quieter, more homogenous, and less acoustically integrated in forests burned multiple times than in logged or once-burned forests. These findings demonstrate strong biodiversity co-benefits from protecting Amazon forests from recurrent fire activity. By contrast, soundscape changes after logging were subtle and more consistent with community recovery than reassembly. In both logged and burned forests, insects were the dominant acoustic markers of degradation, particularly during midday and nighttime hours that are not typically sampled by traditional field surveys of biodiversity. The acoustic fingerprints of degradation history were conserved across replicate recording locations at each site, indicating that soundscapes offer a robust, taxonomically inclusive solution for tracking changes in community composition over time.

Significance Statement

Fire and logging reduce the carbon stored in Amazon forests, but little is known about how human degradation alters animal communities. We recorded thousands of hours of ecosystem sounds to investigate animal community assembly and the associations between biodiversity and biomass following Amazon forest degradation over time. 24-hr patterns of acoustic activity differed between logged and burned forests, and we observed large and sustained breakpoints in community structure after multiple burns. Soundscape differences among degraded forests were clearest during insect-dominated hours rarely sampled in field studies of biodiversity. These findings demonstrate that acoustic monitoring holds promise for routine biodiversity accounting, even by non-experts, to capture a holistic measure of animal communities in degraded tropical forests and benchmark change over time.

Main Text

Introduction

Biological diversity is disappearing rapidly in response to human activity, especially in tropical forests, home to well over half of Earth’s terrestrial species (1). Global concern over greenhouse gas emissions from tropical forests (2) has led to international efforts to Reduce Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD+) (3). Retention of diverse ecosystems supports climate change mitigation and adaptation (4); and yet, carbon-focused conservation may not result in a commensurate win for tropical forest biodiversity (5). Longstanding data gaps on species distributions and uncertainty regarding the direct and indirect
impacts of human activity on biodiversity complicate efforts to quantify the interplay between carbon and biodiversity (6).

Across the tropics, the Brazilian Amazon has the highest rates of deforestation (7), and forest degradation from fire and logging may double biodiversity loss from deforestation alone (8). However, the long-term impacts of human activity on Amazon biodiversity remain highly uncertain, due, in part, to the spatial heterogeneity among degraded forests from differences in the timing, frequency, extent, and severity of disturbances (9). Time-varying heterogeneity in the biodiversity of degraded forests may also explain some of the apparent contradictions in previous studies of degradation impacts on birds, the most well studied Amazonian taxa. Nectarivorous birds, for example, increase in abundance immediately after logging but ultimately decline, whereas insectivorous birds show immediate sensitivity to changes in habitat from logging and continue to decline in abundance over time (10). Time dependence has also complicated efforts to measure the effects of degradation on insects, a problem confounded by limited research (11).

Addressing the tropical biodiversity crisis therefore requires an efficient, distributed, long-term monitoring system to assess species abundance and diversity (12). Traditional, ground-based biodiversity inventories are logistically prohibitive to conduct at scale, and limited taxonomic expertise perpetuates large data discrepancies for lesser-known taxa, such as insects, which constitute the bulk of tropical biodiversity (6). Advances in the emerging discipline of acoustic remote sensing, or ecoacoustics, may permit large-scale biodiversity monitoring for multiple taxa, including unidentifiable species, based on the aggregate sound signature of the animal community, or soundscape (13–15). Since multiple sites can be recorded simultaneously over time, sound surveys reduce the effort and cost associated with routine monitoring and facilitate standardized assessments of community variation and ecosystem recovery. Most previous efforts to utilize acoustic data for biodiversity monitoring have focused on detecting known vocalizations associated with individual species (16, 17), but there is increasing interest in evaluating the entire collection of signals in a given soundscape to derive measures of ecosystem intactness that include all sound-generating taxa without definitive species identification (14, 15, 18, 19).

The Acoustic Niche Hypothesis (ANH) (20) is a core premise of ecoacoustics and the prevailing organizing principle for assessing species richness (15), beta diversity (21), and human impacts (22, 23) from soundscape data. The ANH posits that more biodiverse habitats exhibit finer niche partitioning of available transmission space among species, as described by frequency and time of day, and thus, greater acoustic space occupancy (ASO). The corollary is that more degraded habitats support less acoustic infilling due to more vacant 'acoustic niches' from local species extirpations (24). Ecoacoustic approaches have great potential to extend monitoring capabilities in the hyperdiverse tropics, where competition for acoustic space is strongest (25). Still, large uncertainties remain as to whether acoustic space infilling can be used as a robust proxy for ecosystem intactness to monitor landscapes altered by human activity (26).

Here, we test the ANH across logged and burned Amazon forests to identify acoustic markers of forest degradation (Fig. 1). We collected coincident high-density airborne lidar data and multi-day acoustic recordings (1192.5 hours) during September-October 2016 in 39 forests with different times-since-logging (4-23 years) and histories of fire activity (1-5 fires), stratified based on a 33-year time series of annual Landsat imagery (9). We used space-for-time substitution and two complementary analytic approaches to characterize threshold effects and time dependence for the composition and connectivity of animal acoustic networks along gradients of degradation history (see Materials & Methods). First, we calculated ASO for each site at hourly and one-minute time steps to test the ANH and to quantify the magnitude, variability, and persistence of shifts in animal community structure following forest degradation. Second, we developed a novel network-based approach to capture additional complexity from the...
soundscape data to track the composition and co-occurrences of ‘acoustic pseudo-taxa’ (defined as clusters of organisms that coordinate acoustic activity by time and frequency) along degradation and recovery pathways. Our findings demonstrate that soundscapes encode digital markers of degradation and reveal distinct patterns of community assembly following logging and fire, paving the way for more widespread use of ecoacoustics to benchmark and monitor changes in animal community composition in human-altered tropical forest landscapes.

Results

Soundscape data from degraded Amazon forests did not support the ANH (Fig. 2). Instead, acoustic analyses revealed contrasting impacts of fire and logging on community structure. After fire, daily ASO increased linearly with estimated aboveground biomass, whereas daily ASO in logged forests did not increase with biomass (Fig. 2). Importantly, ASO-degradation relationships varied with time of day (Fig. 2; Fig. S1), highlighting the value of full-day measurements from autonomous recording devices for detailed investigations of the ANH and the dominant indicators of degradation.

Insects were the most obvious acoustic markers of changing community composition in burned forests. ASO during insect-dominated periods of the day (e.g., mid-morning, noon, nighttime) strongly differentiated burned forests as a function of both biomass (max |r| = 0.9 at 22:00-23:00) and fire frequency (max |r| = 0.82 at 20:00-21:00), and these time periods governed the overall daily trend (Fig. 2). Notably, ASO relationships with biomass and fire frequency were weakest during the 5:00-6:00 dawn chorus typical of bird surveys (p > 0.05; Fig. 2). In logged forests, the only time interval that exhibited a moderately strong relationship with logging age (max |r| = 0.61 at 22:00-23:00) showed an unexpected decline in ASO with increasing time since logging. ASO and biomass in logged forests were not correlated for any time period.

Relationships between ASO and degradation history were consistent when aggregating acoustic niches at both hourly and minute time scales (Fig. S2).

The 24-hr profile of ASO and peaks of acoustic activity varied markedly among burned forests as a function of fire frequency and aboveground biomass, and less so among logged forests, despite a large range (50%) in aboveground biomass (Fig. 3, Fig. S3). The timing and magnitude of the dominant acoustic activity peaks were similar among logged forests (Fig. 3), which varied broadly in terms of time since logging (4-23 years) and potential impacts of logging infrastructure (e.g., skid trails, tree-fall gaps) (Fig. 1). Both logged and once-burned forests exhibited greater daily variability and overall use of acoustic space (ASO) than recurrently burned forests (Fig. 3, Fig. S3). Acoustic communities in recurrently burned forests occupied the least amount of frequency space during all time periods except dusk, which was the most heavily occupied time window for all degradation classes (17:00-18:00). Dawn hours had the lowest ASO across all 24-hour soundscape except in the most heavily degraded forests burned 3 or more times.

We identified a breakpoint in community composition between forests burned once and forests burned two or more times. This threshold effect from recurrent fire activity manifested as a sustained reduction in ASO from late morning through late afternoon (10:00-15:00; Fig. 3, Fig. S3). Differences across levels of initial fire severity were also most evident during this time interval, reflecting localized impacts of burn intensity on acoustic communities, even at short length scales (300 m) within the same fire event (Fig. 4). In contrast to the non-linear shifts observed midday, ASO declined linearly with increasing fire frequency after dusk (Fig. 3).

Network analyses indicated that differences in ASO reflected differences in community composition following logging and fire. Most frequencies, except the mid-range channels (≈ 3.7-
5.2 kHz), were detected during a greater diversity of hours in logged and once-burned forests than in recurrently burned forests, and thus had higher partner diversity (see Materials & Methods) (Fig. 3, Fig. S3). Importantly, the frequency bands, or acoustic pseudo-taxa, that best differentiated burned forests as a function of fire frequency (~3.5 kHz, 6.5-7.5 kHz) were not the same as those that best differentiated logged forests as a function of time since logging (~4.2 kHz, Fig. 3, Fig. S3). After logging, several acoustic pseudo-taxa appeared and disappeared with recovery time, but most were conserved across logged forest sites with 4-23 years of regrowth (Fig. 4). For the majority of frequency bands, their greatest partner diversity was observed following 4 years of regeneration, followed by a sharp but short-term decline between 4 and 10 years. The dynamic range of network attributes among logged classes was much more limited than among burned classes.

Overall, fire resulted in more empty acoustic niches across the 24-hour soundscape than logging, and recurrent burns led to a major restructuring of the animal community. Sets of acoustic pseudo-taxa were lost and not regained between 1-2 fires and 1-5 fires (Fig. 4). In all transitions, losses and gains were clustered in time-frequency space. For example, a large cluster of losses during the transition from 1 to 5 fires was detected midday (10:00-15:00), the same time period shown in Fig. 2 that clearly differentiated forests by fire frequency. Animal communication networks also became more acoustically homogenous with increasing fire recurrence. Alatalo interaction evenness, a measure of signal homogeneity across time-frequency space, increased linearly with increasing fire frequency, while variance declined linearly among replicates within each class with increasing fire frequency (Fig. 5). The evenness of the communication network further explained variation in successional recovery after fire: Alatalo evenness was consistently lower in younger once-burned stands than older once-burned stands, reflecting an increased dominance of fewer sets of sounds.

Closely clustered sound groups, or ‘acoustic guilds,’ from local-scale network metrics such as the clustering coefficient (which measures transitivity in co-occurrences of acoustic pseudo-taxa over frequency or time), offer a more synthetic understanding of the component processes that drive system-level patterns, including ASO and evenness. The large drop in the clustering coefficient of frequency bands between 1 and 2 fires indicated a disintegration of time-synchronized groups of spectrally similar sounds (Fig. 5). The subsequent increase in the clustering tendency of acoustic pseudo-taxa between 2 and 5 fires was of a fundamentally different character, as new acoustic guilds appeared at frequencies that had limited overlap with the acoustic guilds lost between 1 and 2 fires (Figs. 4-5).

By contrast, animal communication networks after logging suggested community-level recovery rather than the reorganization observed due to fires. Several acoustic guilds appeared and disappeared with time since logging (e.g., 4 kHz), but most were conserved across logged forests of different successional stages (Figs. 3-4). Many time-frequency niches that went silent between 4 and 10 years after logging were re-occupied between 10 and 23 years (Fig. 4). We observed a short-term decline in Alatalo interaction evenness and the clustering coefficient of sound hours and sound frequency bands between 4 and 10 years after logging (Fig. 5). However, this effect appeared transient, with soundscapes of logged forests far less variable than fire-affected soundscapes, based on the similarity in ASO and network patterns, and the transition matrix of losses and gains of acoustic pseudo-taxa (Figs. 3-5).

Discussion

Acoustic soundscapes capture the full 24-hr profile of animal activity in forest ecosystems to provide a taxonomically holistic assessment of community changes and reassembly following
human degradation. Results from this study expand upon previous field studies restricted to specific taxa over limited survey periods and habitat ranges (27–29). Soundscape data highlighted distinct trajectories of community structure after logging and fire, which did not correlate with aboveground biomass. Differences in acoustic community composition between burned and logged forests underscore the need to track long-term changes in tropical forest biodiversity to complement carbon monitoring systems such as REDD+. In particular, we found major restructuring of the animal community after two or more fires. Soundscape markers of forest degradation were strongest and most consistent during midday and midnight insect choruses, time periods rarely sampled in field-based inventories of birds, the most common study taxa (30). By revealing the hidden structure of acoustic assemblages, the network-based methods in this study offer a new window into the nature of animal communities in frontier Amazon forests. Network analyses of ecoacoustic remote sensing data offer a scalable approach to track changes in community assembly over space and time.

Patterns of ASO following logging and fire did not vary with aboveground biomass, a common metric of tropical forest intactness (31), and part of the theoretical basis for the ANH. Instead, we found that animal communities in less intact forests did not contain more soundscape gaps (i.e., empty acoustic niches). One possible explanation is that the long-term evolutionary mechanisms that favor acoustic niche partitioning may lose relevance during transient periods as animal communities respond to or reorganize following disturbances (32). Further work that directly compares acoustic community structure before and after forest degradation may help to resolve this inconsistency. Surveys in forests without a history of logging or fire may also reveal additional insights about the ANH and baseline patterns of ASO, although intact forests are rare in frontier Amazon landscapes. Longer-term surveys of ASO may also help interrogate the ANH across broader seasonal scales, such as during the rainy season with greater acoustic sensitivity to amphibians. Independent of the ANH, consistent acoustic fingerprints among replicate sites and daily surveys suggest that network-based analyses of soundscapes may help differentiate among transient typologies of forest succession. These results corroborate previous reports based on acoustic studies of birds that soundscapes function as memory banks of Amazon forest modification (33), but this study goes further to demonstrate that soundscapes may be most valuable when collected as 24-hr records that capture more acoustically active taxa and their network-level interactions.

Insects (e.g., orthopterans, hemipterans), not birds, were the strongest acoustic markers of threshold changes in degraded forest communities, highlighting the value of nighttime surveys for a more complete picture of biodiversity in human-modified forests. By contrast, soundscape measures from bird-dominated dawn and dusk intervals did not differentiate degraded frontier forests, possibly because bird choruses decline rapidly in response to even moderate perturbations to forest cover (22). In Borneo, degraded forest soundscapes were also found to be noisier and more homogenous at night, which was attributed to an influx of generalist insect species following logging (21). The major contribution of insects to the soundscape record in this study, and their sensitivity to habitat structure, may further explain why support for the ANH diverged from theoretical predictions and was inconsistent across degraded Amazon forests.

The mechanisms for partitioning acoustic space to maximize signal transmission vary among the major sound producers. For example, cricket species finely partition acoustic space by frequency, while tropical cicadas emit broadband signals that occupy wide frequency bands, such that neighboring species stratify acoustic space vertically, from the ground to canopy top, to avoid signal overlap (34, 35). Consequently, cicadas have evolved to occupy extremely narrow thermal niches that make them immediately responsive to changes in forest structure from human disturbance. Importantly, the timing of the noisy cicada chorus, which is governed by temperature and other conditions, affects the periods of acoustic activity by other species (36). Given that fire
has more substantial impacts on forest structure than logging (8), commensurate changes in forest microclimate may therefore contribute to restructuring of the entire 24-hr animal communication network in burned forests (Fig. 5).

We found that animal communication networks in Amazon forests became quieter, less connected, and more homogenous after degradation from multiple fire events. Acoustic network analyses revealed a coordinated loss and gain of sounds (i.e., acoustic guilds) that represent distinct trajectories of biotic reorganization following repeated burns in Amazon forests. Evidence for successional divergence following repeated burning is consistent with experimental manipulation (37) and traditional species inventories (38). Because Amazonian forests are not adapted to fire, species that do survive initial or repeated burning can influence recovery pathways. For example, bird assemblages in Amazon forests burned multiple times are almost completely distinct from nearby unburned forests (39). In this study, the linear change in Alatalo interaction evenness after each recurrent fire event indicated biotic homogenization across all acoustic pseudo-taxa. Further, the clustering coefficient may be a particularly useful marker of degradation because it is sensitive to biological mechanisms that occupy broad swaths of acoustic space (e.g., cicadas, multi-species insect choruses). These results underscore the potential for further adaptation of network measures (40) to monitor community composition and soundscape changes over time.

Acoustic survey data in logged Amazon forests suggest a pattern of community recovery, rather than reassembly. Logging reduced the grouping tendency of acoustic pseudo-taxa and the partner diversity per sound frequency band, but only in the short term. Smaller effect sizes in ASO or network metrics from logging than fire in this study are consistent with the selective nature of logging in Amazon forests and more limited changes in forest structure (41) and thermal environment (42) than forest degradation from fire. The effect of logging on tropical forest biota is governed less by time-since-recovery and more by logging intensity (43), which may be less variable in the Amazon than other tropical forests. Overall, our findings are consistent with evidence for retention of guild structure following logging based on species-level responses from field studies (27).

Ecoacoustic surveys provide four main advantages compared to traditional field surveys for routine biodiversity monitoring in tropical forests. First, network-based measures of acoustic community composition provide a tractable solution for analyzing large volumes of recording data with an intermediate level of complexity between simple diversity indices and individual indicator species (44, 45). Second, autonomous survey equipment facilitates soundscape measurements over the full 24-hour cycle to capture lesser-known taxa (e.g., insects, amphibians) and time periods that best differentiate among degraded forests (e.g., midday, midnight). Third, sound sensors generate an objective, repeatable, and digital record that simplifies long-term monitoring and change detection over seasonal or interannual time scales. Finally, soundscape surveys are scalable because monitoring can be implemented by experts and non-experts alike, and acoustic data can be analyzed repeatedly ex-post to derive complementary information at different levels of granularity (e.g., community turnover, species populations) (17). Given these practical advantages, acoustic monitoring represents a promising low-cost solution for benchmarking current ecosystem conditions and monitoring biotic composition through time to augment space-based monitoring of tropical forest cover and habitat structure.

Acoustic measurements strongly differentiate between burned and logged Amazon forests, and provide clear evidence for breakpoints in community composition following recurrent burning. Space-based measures of forest habitat may not capture important differences in tropical forest biodiversity. Acoustic monitoring is therefore a complementary and efficient means to track changes over time from human activity at the tropical forest frontier. Given the potential biodiversity benefits of protecting burned Amazon forests from additional fires, this partnership...
between satellite and acoustic monitoring may support more robust biodiversity safeguards for REDD+ and related tropical forest conservation efforts. The integrity of Amazon forest ecosystems hinges upon policy and management that effectively prevents fire spread, particularly in frontier forest regions.

**Materials and Methods**

**Remote sensing data**

We selected 39 degraded Amazon forest study sites using a 33-year timeseries of annual Landsat imagery (1984-2017) to track the history of understory fire and selective logging in the municipalities of Nova Ubiratã and Feliz Natal in the Brazilian state of Mato Grosso (Fig. 1) (9). Logged sites (n=24) were sampled between 4 and 23 years post-disturbance, and once-burned sites were sampled between 5 (n=3) and 17 (n=3) years post-disturbance. Recurrently burned sites had 2 (n=3), 3 (n=3) or 5 (n=3) fires prior to airborne lidar and acoustic survey acquisitions. High-density airborne lidar data were acquired between 2013 and 2016 (≥ 14 returns per m²) (data available from: www.paisagenslidar.cnptia.embrapa.br/webgis/), and a regional model calibrated with forest inventory data in frontier forests was used to convert top of canopy height estimates to aboveground biomass (41) for each study site.

**Acoustic surveys and data processing**

Circular forest sites (50 m radius) with uniform degradation history (forest patches ≥ 300 m radius) were sited at least 300 m from other recording sites or the forest edge. Most degradation strata contained three spatially proximate sites to capture the characteristic heterogeneity in forest structure at short length scales from logging infrastructure and differences in fire severity even within a single burn scar (9). Passive ARBIMON recorders (16) were installed at the center of each site to record one minute of sound every five minutes over 2-8 days during September-October 2016, totaling over 1100 hours of data. Sound detections were aggregated into three-dimensional soundscapes (site-level daily summaries of acoustic space use by the animal community) by binning signal detections into ‘acoustic niches’ defined by frequency (bin size: 83.13 Hz) and time. Two sets of 3D soundscape matrices were generated, based first on the native minute resolution and second on hourly resolution (x = time, y = frequency, z = presence/absence of biotic activity), representing the synoptic structure of the acoustic community for each site and daily survey. Analyses were constrained to frequencies between 3-8 kHz, which represent the greatest spectral overlap among bird, insect, and amphibian signals (15) and the spectral range with lowest likelihood for detection failure from acoustic attenuation in Amazon forests (19). We opted not to statistically correct for detection bias to avoid the large data loss from conforming to the assumptions of existing soundscape detection models that require all recordings with rain detections to be omitted from analysis (19). Instead, we restricted our analysis to the spectral domain least vulnerable to the potential confounding influence of forest structure, and we used an amplitude-filtering threshold of 0.2 to account for abiotic noise like rain when evaluating the occupancy status of each time-frequency channel (z-axis = binary presence/absence of biotic activity). Based on the two scales of aggregation, we evaluated 16992 channels (x-axis = 288 1-minute bins, y-axis = 59 frequency bins) and 1416 channels (x-axis = 24 1-hour bins, y-axis = 59 frequency bins). Acoustic space occupancy (ASO) was calculated based...
on the proportion of occupied time-frequency niches for each time step (mean ASO for soundscapes at native resolution and cumulative ASO for hourly soundscapes). A correlation analysis was used to evaluate habitat and ASO relationships at the scale of the day and constituent time intervals.

**Network analyses**

Network construction and analyses were limited to frequencies between 3-8 kHz. We constructed weighted bipartite networks with sound frequency bins and sound hour bins as two classes of nodes. Frequency bins consisted of 60 nodes (3-8 kHz with bin size of 83.13 Hz) and time bins had 24 nodes (each depicting a 1-hour time interval during the day). Links between the two classes of nodes depicted presence of a given sound frequency bin during a noted sound hour bin and were weighted according to average number of observations for the link per day. Two levels of network metrics were constructed for each of the 39 sites in the dataset: the global-level analyses summarized the overall time-frequency topology of acoustic communication networks at a given site (Alatalo interaction evenness \((46)\)), and the local-level analyses (node/class) unmixed ASO into the constituent elements that drive overall differences in network structure and connectivity (Clustering coefficient \((47)\), Partner diversity \((48)\)). The network analyses were performed with the aid of the following packages in R: ‘igraph’ \((49)\), ‘vegan’ \((50)\) and ‘bipartite’ \((48)\).

**Alatalo interaction evenness** (AIE) measures heterogeneity in interactions across the network. Here, we focus on the frequency bins as total \(n\) entries, with \(p_k\) are proportions of interactions of bin \(k\), and calculate the metric as:

\[
\text{AIE} = \frac{(\sum_n p_k^2)^{-1} - 1}{\prod_n p_k - 1}
\]

**Clustering coefficient** (CC) measures transitivity in co-occurrences/connection among the nodes of the same class. It can be calculated for the whole network, the class level as well as the node level. Here, we evaluated the clustering coefficient separately for sound frequency bins and sound hour bins by averaging the clustering coefficients of all nodes in a given class (i.e., rows and columns separately). It refers to the degree to which adjacent nodes in a graph tend to cluster together. In other words, if a frequency bin is present in two or more time bins, how many other frequency bins also share the same and vice-versa. It is based on the idea of triplets \((47)\), which consist of three nodes that are joined either via two (open triplet) or three (closed triplet) undirected ties. The clustering coefficient is defined as:

\[
\text{CC} = \frac{\text{number of closed triplets}}{\text{total number of triplets}}
\]

**Partner diversity** (PD) is the Shannon diversity of the number of interactions for a given node:

\[
PD_k = -\sum_m p_i \ln(p_i)
\]
where, $PD_{ki}$ is the partner diversity of node $k$ of a given class, which has $m$ weighted connections from the other class of nodes, each of which has a proportion of interaction $p_i$ for a node $i$ from the other bipartite node class. This value of PD can be calculated as prescribed for a node and then averaged for a given class, weighted by their marginal totals. PD can also be calculated for the entire network by weighted average of all the nodes' PD values. Partner diversity of sound hours is consistent with ASO (Fig. S4).
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Figures and Tables

Figure 1. Acoustic recording sites in logged and burned forests (n=39) were distributed across 9,400 km² in northern Mato Grosso, Brazil (upper left). Colored boxes identify subsets of the study domain to illustrate how the triplicate sampling design captures the heterogeneity in habitat structure and acoustic community composition in degraded forests. False-color composites of Landsat imagery (2014, 543-RGB) in each panel show deforested areas in magenta and gradients of forest cover in shades of green.
Figure 2. Patterns of soundscape infilling did not conform to expectations from the Acoustic Niche Hypothesis that animal communities in more intact habitats occupy more of the 24-hour soundscape, with intactness measured as either aboveground biomass (top), fire frequency (middle), or years-since-logging (bottom). Individual panels summarize Acoustic Space Occupancy (ASO) over specific time intervals of known biological activity for birds and insects to pinpoint likely taxonomic contributions to daily trends. Fig S1 provides the full 24-hour profiles for logged and burned forests, and Fig. S2 illustrates ASO relationships aggregated at 1-minute resolution.
Figure 3. Soundscape data reveal distinct shifts in acoustic activity following recurrent burning (orange) and more subtle differences in logged forests (green). Top, mean daily profiles of Acoustic Space Occupancy (ASO). Bottom, partner diversity, a network-based analysis of the sound frequency bands that appear and disappear across gradients in fire frequency and time since logging. Colored lines represent the average response per degradation stratum, and dashed vertical lines indicate sunrise and sunset. Results for each recording site are shown in Figs S3 (ASO and partner diversity of sound frequency bands) and Fig. S4 (partner diversity of sound hours).
Figure 4. Pairwise differences in matrices of Acoustic Space Occupancy (ASO) identify coordinated losses and gains of pseudo-taxon as a function of degradation frequency, timing, and severity. Acoustic pseudo-taxa are gained (blue) or lost (red) in the transition between the first set of forests and the second set of forests in each labeled pair.
Figure 5. Forest degradation alters animal communication networks in frontier Amazon forests, as measured by Alatalo interaction evenness (top), which quantifies the homogenization and dominance of signals across the animal communication network, defined by time and frequency (top), and the Clustering coefficient, the tendency for acoustic pseudo-taxa to form coordinated clusters over frequency (middle) and time (bottom).